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By day, the elite of the city of S1-9 live in lavish style. By night, these same people are overthrown by evil machines hellbent on conquering the city. As a captured soldier from this elite, you've been rescued and given the ultimate weapon--a 60 foot biomechanical war machine. From the depths of the Citadel the former commander, who no longer
cares what side he's on, gives you the best available weapon--which is not much--and programs you to kill all of the soldiers that stand between the people and defeat. You and your trusty mech perform a nightmarish hunt for the next 24 days. Set in the perfect storm of terror and intrigue, the city comes to a violent and fiery end. About The

Developer: Founded in 1995 by four developers who graduated from FSU with a strong degree of freedom to experiment, Miracle Studios created one of the nation's top game development companies by focusing on the value of small teams, highly-focused projects, and flexibility. Among their releases are such top titles as Gladiator and Gladiator 2
for PS2, and two of Sony's top sellers: The Resistance for PSP and Resident Evil Code Veronica for PS2. About SCi: SCi is a dynamic, independent game developer located in Orlando, Florida, and founded in 2005 by a team of veterans of Electronic Arts, Looking Glass, and other well-established game development companies. SCi makes games that

are fun, highly stylized, intuitive, and intuitive, full of the characters, situations, and gameplay that people love and return to.” System Requirements: PC 64-bit processor Windows 2000, XP, or Vista 2.0 GHz processor 2.0 GHz processor 1024 MB RAM (XP and Vista) 1024 MB RAM (2000 and XP) DirectX 9.0 compatible video card DirectX 9.0
compatible sound card Hard drive space of around 1GB Additional Notes: The game requires high-resolution textures. If your video card's graphics card and driver do not support High-Definition Texture, you should disable Lagless in Graphics Options or set Texture Quality to Low or Medium. Manufacturer: GameBooster Inc. Size: 8.64 GbQ: Does
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Features Key:
Total War playable: AI: General, Mechanics Empire, Rome and Sweden

AI: General, Mechanics Empire, Rome and Sweden: The best map designers, the strongest will win
Advanced game-depth and focus on key strategic points through diplomacy

Tutorial: Visit a tutorial city in the Empire of Rome
Rebel Campaign

Rebel Campaign: Earn points to call your own Congress when you are in the League and win the war by defeating your enemies
Comprehensive manual

We try to play RPGs. We try to defend the legends of 19th century Western culture. We are a small group of people, with very different and eclectic tastes. We have around fifty downloads of our forum series, but have had no sales as yet. We are happy to share and discuss our thoughts and beliefs with everyone, provide any links, images, and lore you
need and also create original settings. The RPG we are about to undertake is a very long cycle and has a fair number of content. It is in no way ready. But we have had all of you very much at heart and have your suggestions guiding our strategy. Keep checking back for any updates, we will be watching this series very closely. Read more for interviews
with the development team that will drive the series. Read on for more about the genre. Anime is all we play and all we care about. — [t.w.r]
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